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Intimacy is electric. It is a compelling force that drives us to satisfy a longing
within, just like the sex drive. Our intimacy need is a drive for deep love, comfort,
gratification, and to feel emotionally safe. In this book, pure intimacy with God
and with our life partner is described as achievable. True intimacy paves the path
to lasting devotion, connection, and love. It is the essence of close interpersonal
friendship. However, intimacy is more than closeness and it is certainly not sex.
As recorded in the pages of this text, lasting intimacy is achieved by honesty,
transparency and the opening of one’s self to another. Sacred intimacy is holy
intimacy, nothing hidden.

I have tried to make the point that love is a triangle or a trinity. There is a
parallel construction between your relationship with God and with your marital
spouse. Both relationships are born and grow through intimacy (honesty,
transparency and openness). As we immerse ourselves and connect with God in
love, we are transformed in how we connect with and love others.
In the story and experience of The Four Naked Women there were
psychological and spiritual phenomenon of artificial intimacy at play on the
mind. The images I saw depicted the satanic strategy to compromise my morals
and the holy intimacy with my spouse and with God.
We all have the choice of choosing to resist the temptation of artificial
intimacy.
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Although sexual things may be a temptation, we can overcome these
temptations with the power of the Spirit of Christ and his name as we fully
embrace Him.
The strength of the sex drive is only outmatched by the quest for survival and
for food. However, when we are connected to the Lord Jesus Christ by heart and
soul and resist temptation in His name, it evaporates.
Each time we resist the satanic strategy, we become stronger. Therefore, it is
possible to overcome sexual temptation, lust, and habitual vices that bring
personal defeat. While our vulnerability may be rooted in past traumatic
experiences and the practice of moral compromise, we can overcome temptation.
The path of sacred intimacy is a loving one, it is a graceful one and it is built
upon heart level trust. At the heart of intimacy is the giving and receiving of
affection and adoration. The question is who do you adore? I invite you to come
closer to the One who created you and adores you.
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